Effects of poly(ethylene glycol) on the wetting behavior and director configuration of lyotropic chromonic liquid crystals confined in cylinders
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We investigate the effects of poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) doping on nematic lyotropic chromonic liquid crystals (LCLCs) confined in a cylindrical cavity. First, PEG added to Sunset Yellow (SSY) renders confining glass surfaces nemato-phobic by adsorption. We also confirm that the grafting of PEG to bare glass surfaces changes them from nemato-phobic to nemato-phobic. This change in the wetting behavior affects how nematic director configurations form and relax. Additionally, we observe that PEG-doped nematic SSY retains the double-twist director configuration as in the PEG-free case. However, the PEG-doped nematic SSY is accompanied by unprecedented domain-wall-like defects and heterogeneity in the director configuration. We propose multiple hypotheses on how PEG changes the director configuration, including the formation of meta-stable director configurations.

Lyotropic chromonic liquid crystals (LCLCs) have become a field of active investigation because of their ubiquity, bio-compatibility, and unusual liquid-crystalline elastic properties. The LCLC phases are ubiquitously found in dyes, drugs, and biomolecules such as short nucleic acids. In the LCLC phases, the molecules of a planar shape form face-to-face aggregates via non-covalent interactions in water. The elongated aggregates align to acquire orientational ordering and exhibit the nematic phase and columnar phase according to the concentration and temperature. A centrosymmetric unit vector called the director represents the local average direction of the aggregates. The nematic LCLC phases formed by the aggregates are known for their unusual elastic properties, i.e., a large elastic anisotropy. Namely, their twist elastic modulus $K_2$ is much smaller than the splay and bend moduli, which often results in spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking of confined LCLCs despite the absence of intrinsic chirality in the LCLCs. Additionally, they have an unprecedentedly large saddle-splay elastic modulus, $K_{24}$, which is supported by another observation of chiral symmetry breaking, e.g., a double-twist (DT) director configuration in cylinders.

Another prominent characteristic of LCLCs is their aqueous and non-surface-active nature. This allows various interactions between LC mesogens and their water-soluble or -dispersible additives and objects. It is different from the case of typical lyotropic LC phases formed by amphiphilic molecules, e.g., phospholipids and detergents. While the amphiphilic molecules may adsorb on additives to screen them out or disrupt the structures of additives, e.g., dis-assembly of cell membranes, chromonic aggregates often allow dissolved additives and dispersed objects to function normally. Thus, there have been a series of studies focusing on interactions between LCLCs and water-soluble additives as well as swimming bacteria in LCLCs. First of all, as in thermotropic chiral nematic phases, water-soluble chiral dopants that induce chiral nematic LCLCs have been identified with the measurement of their helical twisting powers. Additionally, the effects of salts on the aggregate behaviors, phase diagram, and LC elasticity have been actively investigated. In a similar context, the effect of different functional groups on the phase diagram has been studied, and even the phase diagram of the mixture of two different LCLCs is characterized.

In addition to small molecules, macromolecules such as polymers have been investigated as additives to LCLCs. They are mostly exploited as crowding agents in LCLCs and as the encapsulation layers to make water-solvated LCLC droplets. The examples include polyelectrolytes and neutral poly(ethylene oxide), which affects the phase diagram considerably. It is noteworthy that most of the studies with additives have been focused on their effects on LCLC phase behavior; only a few studies investigate how salts and surfactants affect the elastic moduli and the quality of LC alignment, respectively.
Here we report on the effects of neutral polymer doping on the wetting behavior and director configurations of confined LCLCs, beyond the phase behaviors of doped LCLCs. Specifically, we observe Sunset Yellow (SSY) confined in glass capillary tubes with and without poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG). First, the added PEG changes the wetting behavior of the nematic–isotropic coexistence phase under confinement. With the addition of PEG, the confining glass surfaces change from nemato-philic to nemato-phobic surfaces. To investigate the role of PEG, we conduct a systematic investigation by varying the concentration and molecular weight of the PEG added to bulk and grafting PEG to the confining surfaces. Additionally, we report PEG-induced changes in the director configuration: the emergence of a domain-wall-like defect, which is energetically unfavorable in the neat case, and a heterogeneity in the director configuration. This observation may indicate significant changes in LCLCs' properties and the surface anchoring. We propose multiple scenarios regarding PEG's effects on the director configuration.

Materials and methods
Sample preparation
Sunset Yellow (SSY, Sigma-Aldrich) of >90% purity is further purified following a published precipitation method. The purified SSY powder is dissolved in deionized water (18.2 MΩ cm). We also dissolve poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG, Sigma-Aldrich) in deionized water to attain a PEG solution. We use PEGs of various average molecular weights ranging from 400 to 35 000. Finally, we mix two solutions of SSY and PEG to make the PEG-doped nematic SSY solution of desired final concentrations, e.g., 30.0% (wt/wt) SSY and PEG with the concentration ranging from 10⁻³ to 0.5% (wt/wt).

We put the PEG-doped nematic SSY solution into glass capillaries of cylindrical and square cross-sections by capillary force. The capillaries are purchased from Vitrocom and used as received. The capillaries after filling are fixed onto a glass slide and molecular weight of the PEG added to bulk and grafting PEG to the confining surfaces. Additionally, we report PEG-induced changes in the director configuration: the emergence of a domain-wall-like defect, which is energetically unfavorable in the neat case, and a heterogeneity in the director configuration. This observation may indicate significant changes in LCLCs' properties and the surface anchoring. We propose multiple scenarios regarding PEG's effects on the director configuration.

Results and discussion
Effects of PEG on the wetting behavior of the nematic–isotropic coexistence phase
We first identify the phases of PEG-doped SSY in cylindrical capillaries. The effects of PEG on the phase diagram of SSY are well characterized; PEG doping drives the nematic phase into the nematic–isotropic coexistence phase because PEG works as a crowding agent. Here, we find that the concentration and molecular weight of PEG are critical in this crowding effect. For instance, when the molecular weight of the added PEG is as small as 400, the doping concentration up to 0.1% (wt/wt) does not seem to affect the phase and director configuration of nematic SSY. On the other hand, the more we add PEG of high molecular weight, e.g., 35 000, the more the isotropic regions of the nematic–isotropic coexistence phase appear. We experimentally estimate that the critical concentration of 35k PEG for the appearance of the coexistence phase in 30.0% (wt/wt) SSY at room temperature is approximately 0.01% (wt/wt).

Polarized optical microscopy and characterization of director configuration by Jones calculus
All optical microscopy images are taken using an Olympus BX-53P equipped with a color CCD (Infinity3-6UR, Lumenera) under quasi-monochromatic illumination (center wavelength = 660 nm, FWHM = 25 nm; LED4D067, Thorlabs). For polarized optical microscopy (POM), a polarizer and an analyzer can be rotated freely to observe the sample. For phase retardation experiments, we place a full-wave plate (optical path difference = 550 nm) in front of the analyzer. To characterize the director configuration, we measure the intensities of the transmitted quasi-monochromatic light through the center of a capillary as a function of angle between the pass axes of the polarizer and the analyzer. The center of the capillary is designated to be a wide rectangle spanning 10 percent of the capillary diameter. Initially, both polarizer and analyzer are set parallel to the cylindrical axis. Then we measure the transmitted intensities while rotating only the analyzer by 5 degrees counterclockwise.
PEG doping affects how the nematic phases grow and finds their equilibrium director configuration. In the neat SSY without PEG, as fully isotropic SSY enters the region of nematic–isotropic coexistence phase by temperature decrease, the nematic phase grows from the confining walls of the capillaries as shown in Fig. 2(a)–(c). Namely, in the coexistence phase, a cylindrical shell of the nematic phase wraps around the isotropic core. As the temperature decreases further, the shell gets thicker, and the core gets slenderer to break up eventually because of the Plateau–Rayleigh instability. The whole process is shown in Movie S1 in the ESI.† After this breakup, the nematic domains are separated by isotropic droplets and keep growing before SSY reaches the fully nematic phase while they find the equilibrium director configuration, the DT configuration, via relaxation. In the end, the isotropic droplets generated from the break-up disappear to make the sample fully nematic. We emphasize that bare glass surfaces are nemato-philic in the case of neat SSY because the nematic phase grows from the glass surface.

To our surprise, a minuscule amount of PEG added to SSY completely changes the wetting behavior of the nematic–isotropic coexistence phase of SSY. As shown in Fig. 2(d)–(f), with the addition of 0.01% (wt/wt) 35k PEG into the nematic SSY, spherical nematic droplets of twisted bipolar configuration nucleate in the bulk instead of the growth of nematic films on the glass confining walls when the sample enters the coexistence phase from the isotropic phase. We confirm that sodium chloride or a chiral dopant, i.e., brucine sulfate heptahydrate, added to SSY does not induce this wetting reversal; when PEG is added, the nemato-phobic glass confining wall favors the isotropic phase over the nematic phase. As the temperature decreases further to room temperature, the nematic droplets grow and merge to form the DT configuration eventually (see Fig. 1(c) and (d)). With this low concentration, PEG doping does not seem to affect the isotropic–nematic transition temperature by ±1 °C.

Further investigations suggest that the surface adsorption of PEG onto the confining wall causes the change in the wetting behavior. Longer PEGs at higher concentrations adsorb more to the surfaces. This adsorption behavior of PEG is consistent with our observation. First, we use PEGs of different molecular
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**Fig. 1** Double-twist (DT) director configuration of nematic SSY confined in cylindrical cavities and the schematic diagrams of its director configuration and topological defect. (a) POM images of the DT director configuration of 30.0% (wt/wt) nematic SSY between crossed polarizers (a) without and (b) with a full-wave plate (550 nm retardation) under quasi-monochromatic illumination at a wavelength of 660 nm. White double arrows represent the pass axes of the linear polarizers and a green single-headed arrow indicates the slow axis of the full-wave plate. Scale bar: 50 μm. The stripe patterns result from the modulation of the phase retardation determined by continuously changing the optical path length of the cylindrical cavity and nematic directors along the optical path in the DT configuration. The singular pattern surrounded by a dashed box corresponds to a point defect between the left and right domains of different handednesses. The difference in the handedness is manifested in (b) by the insertion of the full-wave plate. (c and d) POM images of the DT configuration of the nematic SSY doped with 35k PEG with concentrations of (c) 0.01% (wt/wt) and (d) 0.5% (wt/wt). The tiny droplets in the right domain of (c) and the stripe-pattern-free regions in (d) are the PEG-induced isotropic phase in the nematic–isotropic coexistence phase. (e) The schematic diagram of the DT configuration. The yellow rods represent the nematic directors. The angle between the director and the capillary axis is β as a function of radius r; in the DT configuration, the director does not have a radial component. (f) The director configuration of the point defect highlighted by a dashed box in (a) according to Davidson et al.**
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**Fig. 2** POM images of the isotropic-to-nematic phase transition of SSY confined in cylindrical cavities 100 μm in diameter. Scale bar: 100 μm. (a–c) Neat 30.0% (wt/wt) SSY with no PEG. (d–f) 30.0% (wt/wt) SSY with 0.01% (wt/wt) 35k PEG. Initially, in (a and d), the samples are fully isotropic at 56 ± 1 °C. Then, we decrease the temperature at the rate of 1 K min⁻¹. In (b and e), the isotropic-to-nematic phase transition occurs as the temperature becomes 54 ± 1 °C. Upon further decrease in temperature, i.e., around 50 ± 1 °C, the nematic regions expand as shown in (c and f). Note that two samples with and without PEG doping are on the same slide glass at the same temperature; namely, (b and e) are at the same temperature. The brightness pattern starts to appear in (b) because the birefringent nematic film emerges on the wall of the cylinder as SSY enters the nematic–isotropic coexistence phase. The cylindrical nematic shell becomes thicker in (c). In contrast, with the addition of PEG, nematic droplets nucleate in the bulk instead of the nematic film on the cylinder wall.
weights ranging from 400 to 35 000 as dopants to dope SSY and observe the wetting of the nematic phase on the glass in the nematic–isotropic coexistence phase. To observe the coexistence phase at room temperature, we utilize samples of a relatively low concentration of SSY, i.e., 26.0% (wt/wt). As shown in Fig. 3(a)–(d), we observe that PEGs of lower molecular weights have less effect on the wetting behavior. Specifically, the contact angle of the nematic domain on the glass wall, as shown in Fig. 3(a), with 0.01% (wt/wt) PEG is close to 180 degrees, while the nematic domain with PEG 400 (Fig. 3(c)) exhibits complete wetting on the glass as in the case of neat SSY (Fig. 3(d)). Short white arrows point out the nematic regions in Fig. 3. For instance, a nematic droplet is located in the center of Fig. 3(a), and the nematic regions surround the isotropic droplet in Fig. 3(d). Secondly, we also vary the doping concentration of PEG from $1.0 \times 10^{-3}$ to 0.1% (wt/wt) and find that the glass becomes nemato-phobic as we increase the doping concentration. Note that we refrain from quantifying the contact angles because there could be optical distortion at the interface because of the curved LCLC–glass interface. Although the glass capillaries are immersed in the index-matching oil to minimize refraction, the mismatch of refractive indices between the glass and SSY is unavoidable. Additionally, we observe that the contact angles become heterogeneous when the transition from nemato-philic to nemato-phobic occurs as shown in Fig. 3(b) and (g).

Experiments with the glass surfaces grafted with PEG strongly support the fact that the PEG molecules at the LCLC–glass interface are responsible for the wetting reversal. Utilizing silane chemistry, we graft PEGs to the surface of cleaned glass coverslips and use them as the confining wall for the sandwich cell, i.e., LCLCs confined between two planar coverslips. Regardless of the length of PEG in mPEG-silanes (>5 monomers), PEG-grafted surfaces become nemato-phobic as if PEG is added to bulk SSY. In other words, the nemato-phobic PEG-grafted glass inhibits the nucleation of the nematic phase and favors the isotropic phase when SSY enters the nematic–isotropic coexistence region from the isotropic phase. Note that even short PEGs can be effective when they are grafted to the glass surface, as shown in Fig. 4, while short PEGs added to the bulk do not change the wetting behavior probably because of low adsorption. Lastly, we mention that there is no observable change, i.e., by ±1 °C, in the nematic–isotropic transition temperature because of the PEG-grafted confining walls.

Adsorbed or grafted PEG molecules on the confining glass surfaces as crowding agents will induce condensation of the nematic phase in bulk, not on the surface. Otherwise, the nematic phase will wet the glass surfaces as shown in Fig. 2(a)–(c) and Fig. 4(b). We think that this mechanism takes place in the same vein with the well-known inhibition of nonspecific binding and fouling by the steric shielding of hydrated PEG at the interface. We confirm the similar effects with PEG-derived surfactants, i.e., Triton X-100 and Tween 60; the glass surfaces become nemato-phobic when the concentration of the doped surfactants is greater than $\sim5 \times 10^{-3}$% (wt/wt). These PEG-induced changes in wetting behaviors and molecular interactions involved need further study concerning the surface anchoring of LCLC.

**Effects of PEG on the double-twist director configuration of the nematic phase**

Here, we investigate how PEG doping affects the nematic director configuration of confined SSY. PEG-doped SSY in cylinders also shows the DT director configuration as in the case of neat SSY. The DT configurations of neat LCLCs in cylinders are well-characterized. Fig. 1(e) shows the DT configuration $\mathbf{n} = -\sin \beta(r)\hat{\phi} + \cos \beta(r)\hat{z}$ where the nematic directors have no radial component twist along the radius of the cylinder. Comparing Fig. 1(a)–(d) and Fig. 5(a), we find that the director configurations maintain the DT configuration, regardless of the existence of PEG dopants. Specifically, PEG-doped SSY also exhibits POM textures with parallel stripes and topological defects resulting from domains of different handednesses as shown in Fig. 1(c) and (f) and Fig. 5(a) and (d). However, note that PEG-doped SSY in square capillaries often
exhibits the parallel-axial configuration with no twist (see Fig. S2 in the ESI†) while neat SSY shows the DT configuration in the same square capillaries.37

We notice that PEG affects the DT configuration in two aspects: the emergence of a new defect and a heterogeneity in the director configuration. Firstly, in the DT configuration of PEG-doped nematic SSY, both domain-wall-like defects and point defects appear, as shown in Fig. 5(a), while the DT configuration of neat SSY exhibits only point defects11 (see Fig. 1(a)). Note that a similar domain-wall-like defect has been reported in the DT configuration of nematic disodium cromoglycate,12 but not in nematic SSY. It is reported that SSY’s point defect shown in Fig. 1(f) has lower energy than the domain-wall-like defect shown in Fig. 5(d)11 (see ESI,‡ for a further discussion about the energy difference). Secondly, as shown in Fig. 1(a) and 5(a), the POM textures of the PEG-doped DT configuration not only look dissimilar to the textures of the neat one, in terms of the overall brightness and intensity ratios among the bright stripes, but also become heterogeneous within the same sample and even in the same domain. For instance, the far-left and far-right domains in Fig. 5(a) look different while the two domains in Fig. 1(a) look identical (see Fig. S4 in the ESI,† for additional data for comparison).

We propose that PEG addition may facilitate the formation of meta-stable director configurations. This explanation is first supported by heterogeneity in the observed POM textures. Because the POM texture is an indicator of how the directors twist in the DT configuration, i.e., β(r) in Fig. 1(c), multiple POM textures imply that the configurations of different β(r) coexist in the sample. Different profiles of transmitted light intensities shown in Fig. 5(c) support this scenario. Note that β(r) is directly reflected in the transmittance through the central region of the capillary, i.e., along the cylindrical diameter, as a function of angle between the crossed polarizers. This heterogeneity persists after a heating-and-cooling sequence, i.e., melting into the isotropic phase and cooling back to the nematic phase, and after a long relaxation in the nematic phase over 24 hours. Additionally, we fail to get consistent number ratios among multiple POM textures and between the point defects and domain-wall-like defects, after analyzing five different capillaries having ≈12.5 cm length and ≈300 defects in total. The ratios change considerably in every heating-and-cooling trial; for instance, the ratios of point to domain-wall-like defect range from 5:5 to 3:7, although they might not be statistically significant because of the small number of defects investigated. Equilibrium director configurations would give a consistent number ratio according to the Boltzmann factor exp(−ΔE/k_BT) where ΔE is the energy difference between two types of director configuration or defect. We believe that these observations indicate the kinetic nature of the formation of the director configuration.

We speculate that a PEG-induced change in the wetting behavior of the nematic phase on confining walls may contribute to the formation of the kinetically trapped director configurations. As shown in Fig. 2, PEG completely changes how the nematic domains appear and merge while the isotropic phase makes a transition into the nematic phase during the temperature decrease. In the PEG-free case, the nematic film on the capillary surface breaks up by the Plateau–Rayleigh instability to form cylindrical nematic domains separated by isotropic droplets (see Movie S1 in the ESI†). The cylindrical nematic domains relax to have the DT configuration of energy-minimizing β(r) with randomly assigned handedness as they grow and isotropic droplets shrink.8 When an isotropic droplet between two hetero-chiral nematic domains disappears, a point defect forms as shown in Fig. 1(a)–(c) and (f). However, with the addition of PEG, the spherical nematic droplets, as shown in Fig. 2(f), grow and merge to form nematic domains. The nematic droplets of the bipolar configuration are randomly oriented, and thus their merging and defect formation look more disordered than the neat case, which seems to hamper the relaxation of the directors to the DT configuration and the well-known point defect (see Movie S1 in the ESI†). Note that this resembles the defect formation by the Kibble mechanism.58,59

We conclude our discussion by mentioning other considerations regarding the effects of PEG on the director configuration. First, PEG can change the elastic moduli of nematic SSY including twist, bend, and saddle-splay elastic moduli that participate in

---

Fig. 5 Topological defects and profiles of transmitted light intensities of PEG-doped 30.0% (wt/wt) nematic SSY in capillary tubes. The concentration of 35x PEG added is 0.01% (wt/wt). (a and b) POM images of the DT configuration of PEG-doped nematic SSY between crossed polarizers (a) without and (b) with a full-wave plate (550 nm retardation) under a quasi-monochromatic illumination at a wavelength of 660 nm. White double arrows represent the pass axes of the linear polarizers, and a green single-headed arrow indicates the slow axis of the full-wave plate. Note that, in (a and b) there are four domains separated by three defects including one point defect (pointed by a red-filled arrow) and two other domain-wall-like defects (pointed by blue-striped arrows), which have not been observed in the case of neat SSY, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Scale bar: 50 μm. (c) Transmittance through the central region of the cylinder as a function of angle between the polarizer and the analyzer. The filled symbols (black and red) are experimentally measured transmittance from the far-right and far-left domains of (a), respectively. The standard deviation of the intensity from the central region, i.e., a rectangle spanning up to 10% of the cylinder diameter, is smaller than the height of the symbols. (d) The suggested schematic diagram of the domain-wall-like defect highlighted by a dashed box in (a) based on a report by Davidson et al.11
the DT configuration. Indeed, some additives such as salts affect the elastic moduli considerably despite their low concentration, although the effects of neutral additives have not been reported, to our knowledge. Considering that the elastic constants determine not only the twist angle profile \( \beta(r) \), as shown in Fig. 1(e), but also the type of defects between domains of different handedness, this scenario of the changed elastic moduli may explain the emergence of the not-before-seen domain-wall-like defect. We look forward to the experimental determination of the elastic constants of PEG-doped SSS in the near future.

The degenerate planar anchoring might not be valid with the adsorption of PEG molecules. Note that the whole argument regarding the DT configuration is based on degenerate planar anchoring. If the anchoring changes by adsorbed PEG, e.g., becoming non-planar with some polar anchoring angle, the DT configuration of \( \beta(r) \) and the defect must be reconsidered. For example, \( \mathbf{n} \) might have a radial component, and this can change the POM textures. Additionally, we cannot exclude possibilities that the PEG-adsorbed surfaces might acquire some anisotropy and inhomogeneity of the surface anchoring. The anisotropy or inhomogeneity can hinder the nematic LC from relaxing to a uniform DT configuration. We indeed observe the heterogeneity in the director configuration, i.e., dissimilar textures within the same capillary, as manifested in the comparison of the far-left and far-right domains in Fig. 5(a).

**Conclusions**

We discover a doping-induced wetting reversal in the nematic-isotropic coexistence phase of confined LCLCs and investigate the effects of PEG doping on their nematic director configuration. Despite a minuscule amount of added PEG, it makes the glass confining wall nemato-phobic by adsorption, for which the amount is determined by the bulk concentration and the molecular weight. Experiments with PEG-grafted glass surfaces also support the role of PEGs as a surface blocking agent. We also report that PEG affects the nematic director configuration. Specifically, PEG-doped nematic SSS in a cylindrical cavity exhibits the DT configuration as in the case of neat nematic SSS. However, PEG doping results in the emergence of domain-wall-like defects and different POM textures. We propose multiple scenarios on how the DT configuration is affected by PEG.

Further studies on the effect of doping would benefit both fundamental understanding and applications of the LCLCs. Although there have been a series of investigations about the effects of dopants on LCLCs, mostly regarding their phase behaviors, studies on how and why LCLCs’ elastic and anchoring properties get affected by dopants are still lacking. As proposed in this work, a minuscule amount of dopants, which hardly affect the phase diagram, may considerably change the properties of LCLCs, e.g., elasticity and surface anchoring, and thus tune the properties on demand. Indeed, we demonstrate that the dopant can modify interactions between the nematic phase and confining wall and induce wetting reversal, by the adsorption of the dopant molecules onto the surface. In a similar vein, it is reported that the surfactants may play a key role in the uniform and stable alignment of LCLCs, which is essential for the study and applications of LCLCs. We believe that thorough investigations of these surface interactions can contribute to the better control of LCLCs’ surface anchoring property and open up new possibilities for the application of their nematic–isotropic coexistence phase.
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